
Vienna* January 22, 1937. 

Dear Geistt 

We have a courier passing through here in a day or 
two and I want to use this opportunity to write you, § wrote 
you on January 19 by open nail and you undoubtedly havê tliat 
letter* X urns particularly interested in your masterly summary 
of the situation in your letter of January 11* I am sorry that 
I cannot send you copies of E§r recent letters to Judge Moor© to 
whom I have been writing in the absence of the Secretary* but 
I do not have any copies available* You mil be interested to 
know that Judge Moore has been most kind about ray letters and 
recently has -written no four or five times that he is sending say 
letters imaediately to the President as he thinks he should have 
my "well considered views". Ha is really a most extraordinary 
person and I hope that you are continuing to keep him informed. 
If you have not written him the resume of the situation •which you 
gave no in your letter of January 11* I think he would be very 
much interested in what you have to say. 

The situation here in Austria continues quiet with 
the Chancellor well in control* There has been a recent develop
ment within the last ten days which is somewhat disturbing in the 
way of the organization of several new groups* the leading of which 
is the Oestiaarkisohe Verein* which under toe guise of a German 
cultural organisation is undoubtedly planning to carry on extreme 
nationalist!© if not poorly ooncealed Hazi activities* These 
different organizations hope to get into the Patriotic Front and 
to work from within. The movement is stimulated through Glaise-
Horstenau and Keustadter-Sttlrmer, both of whom I consider oppor
tunists of the f irst water and -who of themselves are not dangerous 
because they now have no pergonal following* If* however, through 
these organizations they could build up ft personal foil owing they 
may become dangerous* The Chancellor is* however* completely in 
command of the situation and I think will know how to deal with the 
organizations as well as with Tleustao^er-Sturmer and Glaise-Horstenau, 
The probabilities are that there will be some cabinet changes which 
I think will take the form of Heusta*dter-Sturn»rTs being put out* 
Glaise-Horstenau is one of the unfortunate features of the accord 
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of July 11 and it will be sore difficult to get rid of him, bat 
I think that with the other one out Giaise-Serstenau is harmless 
for he is nafve to an extraordinary degree* Ho to very anxious 
to go to Berlin to replaoe the Austrian Minister there* but as 
he eould do more harm there than here I think he will probably 
not get that post* In general the situation is developing here 
quietly with the Aistrians following the external situation very 
carefully and."apparently well informed inhigh quarters. 

The negotiations for a new trade agreement here were 
to close today but I think will now olose at the latest next 
Monday. Hot much will be arrived at. The German negotiators 
first spoke in December of increased German exports to .Austria 
at the rate of 300.000,000 schillings a year, mostly of course 
of armament material and all at the expense of the Austrian Treas
ury. Then they dropped to 100,000,000 schillings, and then to 
60,000,000, end ay a m feeling is no*? that if the Germans get 
20,000,000 schillings more in the way of exports they will he 
doing well* 1 think this tells you the story more than anything 
else I could say. The Austrians are just as anxious to expor% 
agricultural products to Germany as the Germans are to 1 avo them, 
but they are not going to send them without getting paid and they 
are not going to take armament material and ruin the treasury. 
Eor are they going to take German manufactured goods which Germany 
can dump here werely at the expense of Austrian industry. In 
other words, the present negotiations will be a failure and repre
sent a stiffening of the Austrian attitude. 

There is more and more disillusionment here with re
gard to the accord of July 11, and there are those even who 
speak of its abandonment this year. The Germans have to a degree 
kept their x?ord, but not to the degree that the Austrians can expect. 
2very effort is being node to increase the anti-Semitic pressure 
here but the Austrian Government is maintaining a firm stand. 
The Austrians reali e that this is no tine to bind their hands in 
any way with the general situation so uncertain* 

There m s a danger that these trade negotiations with 
Germany might assume a form which would have injured our own 
interests very much. I have been very busy during the past three 
weeks trying to protect our own position and I think have succeeded. 
Hhat I have tried to make clear is that Austria cannot tie her 
hands with Germany or with anyone else when these bigger negoti
ations are looming up in the future through which, the situation 
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in the Danubian Basin as a whole can he alleviated* We are 
talking trade agreement with Italy now and will certainly begin 
with England later, and this should help the European position 
a lot. "What I have wanted to do is to keep the way open here 
for a trade agreement with us. The Germans of course would 
like to tie the hands of the Austrians so as to have company in 
their own isolated position* 

I think there is no question but that Burope passed 
through a real crisis during the period December 10 to January 10* 
We have pretty good evidence that both the Array and the Havy ex
erted a restraining influence on Hitler and his radical associ-
ates towards the middle of December and later towards the end of 
the month* The determined and united attitude of France and 
England t£iioh this time they did not hesitate to make knowa in 
Berlin on the subject of both Spain and llorooco helped. There 
Is reason to believe that Italy played a restraining r9l«u for 
I happen t o know that t&tssolini was trembling in M s boott* that 
Hitler would take some provocative action in Spain or against 
Czechoslovakia whioh would bring about war* and necessitate ft 
decision by Italy -which Hussollni did not wish to make. l&isso-
lini was resting under the fear that Hitler would take action 
against Czechoslovakia under the belief that no one would cone to 
her aid* He said that he was not so sure that no one would come 
to her aid* 1 am personally convinced that the gentlemen's 
agreement between London and BOH© came at least four months earlier 
than Itussolini had intended that it should, and was precipitated 
"by the fear that Hitler would take some action •sshich would oo»-
mit Italy* All these factors* as well as others you know so well* 
together with the real inability of Germany to make war at this 
time forced Hitler to abandon any adventure and ended the crisis 
through the reassurances •ahich he gave to Pranools-Poncet at the 
Sew Year's reception in Berlin on January 11* 

I think the most dangerous crisis in many respects 
which we have passed through was passed through without war and 
the fact that this was done gives me a stronger belief than ever 
that the succeeding crises which, are sure to come throughout 
this year will be passed through without war. The major fact 
of course is that Germany is not prepared to make a m r or to 
carry it on* and will be less and less in a position to do so as 
time goes on* As I see it* the position of the Government in 
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Germany is growing weaker and will continue steadily to grow 
weaker it the present front is maintained* This can only lead 
to collapse, X* Eay not be this year, but certainly although 
it is not safe to talk of tines and dates, we can see the begin
ning of the end. 

In my opinion the principal concern now of the regime 
is to save as much of the position as it can. They are going to 
be prepared more and more to make concessions both in the East 
and in the West, and in spite of the parallelism of action con
tinuing between Berlin and Rome, Germany would find herself in 
the end on a limb if she tries to carry things to a dangerous 
point In Spain* In say opinion the story of 1937 will be the 
effort of the regime to save itself through illusory concessions 
which, it Europe is wise, it will not pay any attention to. If 
the policy which lias been pursued means anything, it has beer, for 
the purpose of getting rid of this regime in the hope of its 
being replaced by one with which Europe and we can deal in the 
usual way* low that its power is breaking without and within 
the eountry it is certainly not a tims to make terms. There is, 
however, a danger of this for this fear of war has become a 
hysteria and Germany is going to continue to play on it as long 
as there is any hope of its working* In England the position 
is now sounder and stronger and the weaker point is again in 
France just when internally Prance is again stronger* X think 
our orn role not? is very important and can be very constructive. 
We have got to stiffen the attitude of both England and France 
not by any direct action, but by continuing to refrain from doing 
anything to give aid and ©csnfort to the present Government. Shis 
fear of war hysteria is impelling certain circles in Egland and 
in France to want to treat with the present Government, believing 
it weaker and therefore prepared to make far reaching concessions. 
I have no confidence in such concessions and therefore I believe 
that any negotiations now would be dangerous* We can help by 
letting it be know, that we are maintaining our present attitude 
until we really know that we have a responsible government with 
which to deal* 

I am told on very good authority, and I think it may 
surprise you, that one of the things Goering really wished to do 
in Italy was to find out how Mussolini viewed a change in Germany 
which involved kicking Hitler upstairs into the presidency and 
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making him (Goering) Chanoellor* getting rid of a good many 
of the radicals and as strain a more conciliatory attitude towards 
London and Paris, as well as Moscow, This information cones 
to me from a very good source and I am inclined to believe that 
such an intensediary solution would be quit© agreeable to cer
tain Army circles, for undoubtedly some of them are ojaite in
clined to hold to as much of the ftasi program as isay be possible, 
especially of the foreign political program, I am told that 
Goering*s plan has a good deal of Reiehswehr support, I look 
upon such an intermediary solution as very dangerous, for while 
Goering is more reasonable than others in the Government, he 
is filled with these resentments and is an expansionist, and cer
tainly a first class Fascist if not a real Basi, Any govern
ment headed or directed by Goering, while less dangerous to 
immediate peace in Europe, would still make ef Germany a per*-
nanent danger to Suropsan peace* Such a Government headed by 
Goering, however, would probably b e accepted by a certain group 
in England and la France as a welcome change to the present sit
uation and with it those far-reaching agreements might be made 
which must eventually be made but •which are almost as dangerous 
with a Goering as with a Hitler Government,. 

%• feeling is very definitely that we are going to 
enter into a very difficult phase and a decisive one, I feel 
that this year will decide really whether there is to be peace 
in Sarope or in the near or a little more remote future a devast
ating war. If ao&lend and France hold to their position such 
on intermediary solution in Germany will not be necessary and 
real peace can be secured. Perhaps you think me still a little 
too optimistic, but this is how I see it & little further from 
the center -sdiere you sit. One tMng I am sure of and that is 
that this year will be decisive and I am particularly anxious that 
we should do nothing which will disturb the situation. We can 
do very constructive things without taking any real positive 
action, 

I think you are quite right that no matter vfoat happens 
in Germany there are certain things which will remain, and I am 
act sure that this will be bad in every way. Some of the inter
nal administrative changes which have boen made are certainly all 
to the good. The new spirit aroused in Germany need not neces
sarily be dangerous if Germany has a reasonably directed 
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If at any tio© you got some news as to what really 
caused the doath of Seockt I infill appreciate it very much* I 
cannot pet a"way from the impression that M a death vt&s caused by 
inner disturbances brought about by the belief that Germany might 
be on the brink of a disastrous war provoked by Hitler, One of 
our friends would have a good idea I think as to whether there 
is anything to this* 


